Medial Longitudinal Fasciculus Acute Ischemic Changes may be Missed During Imaging
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ABSTRACT

The medial longitudinal fasciculus (MLF) is a pair of crossed fibers of axons, on each side of the brainstem that carries information about the direction of eye movement. An ischemic stroke is the most common cause of MLF syndrome. We report a patient with unilateral partial oculomotor paresis associated with internuclear ophthalmoplegia, which is a dysfunction of the MLF in the pons. A second diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (DW-MRI) showed a high-signal-intensity lesion in the brainstem. We would like to emphasize that detailed neurological physical examination and imaging control are essential aspects of clinical assessment for the diagnosis of MLF infarction because its detection based on imaging is challenging.
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Introduction

The levator palpebrae superioris, pupillary sphincter muscle, and four extraocular muscles (the superior rectus, inferior rectus, medial rectus, and inferior oblique muscles) are innervated by the oculomotor nerve. Internuclear ophthalmoplegia (INO) is characterized by the dysfunction of the medial longitudinal fasciculus (MLF). MLF is a tract that contains axons projecting from the VI nucleus to the medial rectus subnuclei of the contralateral III nuclear complex. Impaired adduction and abducting nystagmus during conjugate version movements are two of the most common findings of INO (1). DWI is the most sensitive for stroke imaging, which is sensitive to the restriction of Brownian motion of extracellular water because of imbalance caused by cytotoxic edema. Generally, water protons have the ability to diffuse extracellularly and lose signal. High intensity on DWI indicates restriction of the ability of water protons to diffuse extracellularly (2). In this case report, we present the radiological and ophthalmologic findings of a patient with MLF infarction and oculomotor paresis in the pons of the brainstem.

Case Report

An 81-year-old woman with a history of diabetes mellitus complained of diplopia and dizziness in the morning. On physical examination, her blood pressure was 145/80 mmHg, and her pulse was dysrhythmic with 120 beats per minute. Both eyes showed normal visual acuity, visual fields, color perception, and ocular fundi. Left lateral gaze showed significant strabismus (Figure 1). The right eye had impaired upward and medial gaze. The left eye exhibited normal ocular movements. Both eyes had equal pupillary size (3.0 mm) and normal light reflexes. Neuro-ophthalmological examination revealed mild palsy of the superior rectus, medial rectus, and inferior oblique muscles. Coordination, reactions, and other cranial nerve reflexes were found to be normal. The plantar reflexes were flexor. Routine laboratory tests revealed no abnormalities. The brainstem pontine diffusion restriction was observed in DW-MRI (Figure 2. a, b.). Chest X-ray imaging and carotid ultrasonography also revealed no abnormalities. Frequent ventricular premature beats with sinus tachycardia were observed in electrocardiogram. No cardiac pathology was noted in the transesophageal echocardiography. The patient was diagnosed with partial fascicular oculomotor paresis caused by a pontine stroke affecting the...
MLF. Clopidogrel sulfate (75 mg/day, p.o.) treatment was initiated. Incomplete oculomotor nerve paresis continued for one month.

Discussion

Clinical and radiological findings of a patient with MLF infarction were described in this case report. Impairment of the superior rectus, medial rectus, and inferior oblique muscles was observed upon neuro-ophthalmological examination. Inferior rectus muscles and the pupillary sphincter were protected. Because of presumed microvascular ischemia of the cranial nerves in the presence of atherosclerotic risk factors such as diabetes mellitus, old age, hypertension, and hyperlipidemia, isolated third, fourth, and sixth cranial nerve palsies frequently occur in adults (3). The probability of detecting small lesions that are associated with INO has increased as a result of advancements in neuroimaging. Up to 75% of all etiologies may have visible lesions (4). Of the patients with presumed brainstem ischemia underlying their INO, a demonstrable lesion on MRI is not found in almost 50% of the cases (5), while another report showed that only four out of 34 patients did not have a lesion (6). Pupil sphincter fibers are placed on the upper side of the rostrocaudal area and this is followed by inferior rectus, lower oblique, medial rectus, superior rectus and levator palpebra superioris nerve fibers. Thus, oculomotor fascicular fibers that innervate inferior rectus muscles and pupillary sphinter were grouped in the rostral and medial parts, passing through the red nucleus (7). In our patient, the inferior rectus muscles and pupillary sphincter were not impaired as her lesion was in the caudal and lateral region of the oculomotor fascicle on MRI. Patients with diabetes mellitus are known to have pupil sparing oculomotor nerve palsy. Diabetic oculomotor mononeuropathy is a similar finding to oculomotor fascicular infarction. In our patient and in previous patients with oculomotor fascicular infarction, the inferior rectus was protected in addition to normal pupillary reactions (8, 9). Johkura (9) stated that the pupillary sphincter and neighboring topography of the inferior rectus muscles play a key role in the discrimination of extramedullary and fascicular oculomotor nerve palsy. It is useful to know the anatomy of the facial anatomy in the diagnosis of ophthalmoparalysis.

Based on a variety of factors, including age, associated clinical findings, the pretest probability of identifying a causative lesion, vasculopathic risk factors, and the time and cost of the scan, a formal or informal risk stratification assessment is performed before ordering neuroimaging (10). Although there are continuous advancements in neuroimaging capacities, it is important to recognize that increasing specificity is not always accompanied by ever-increasing sensitivity; thus, as in the first imaging of our patient, conventional MRI may not reveal a causative lesion in early stages (11). Unrelated findings require further testing or repetition of tests. We can use our knowledge of anatomy and pathophysiology to diagnose patients at high risk for neurological imaging of the underlying severe pathology.
Conclusion

In this case report, the neuro-ophthalmologic profile and DW-MRI findings of a patient with partial fascicular oculomotor paresis, which was caused by brainstem ischemic stroke were studied. The clinic radiological signs of our patient confirmed that palsy of the medial rectus, superior rectus, and inferior oblique muscles may be caused by MLF damage. For diagnostic differentiation from diabetic oculomotor mononeuropathy, preservation of ocular infraduction is a useful examination. In patients with medial and inferior rectus muscle sparing oculomotor fascicular paresis, physicians should consider the presence of an MLF lesion. It is important that emergency physicians be aware of the possibility of MLF infarction when examining patients that present with clinical oculomotor paresis. We would like to emphasize that performing a careful and detailed physical examination is an essential aspect of clinical assessment for the diagnosis of MLF infarction because of its difficult identification by DW-MRI. Imaging control should be performed in case of ambiguity.
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